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Abstract. The MiGen project is designing and developing an intelligent, ex-
ploratory environment to support 11–14-year-old studentsin their learning of
mathematical generalisation. Deployed within the classroom, the system will also
provide tools to assist teachers in monitoring students’ activities and progress.
This paper describes the conceptual and architectural design of the system, and
gives a detailed technical explanation of a working proof-of-concept prototype of
the architecture, motivating in particular the technologies and approaches chosen
to implement the necessary functionality given the contextof the project. We also
discuss how the prototype will be used as a basis for developing the first full ver-
sion of the MiGen system, in the context of ongoing knowledgeacquisition and
analysis within the project’s iterative, stakeholder-centred design, development
and testing methodology.
Keywords: Exploratory Learning, Mathematics Generalisation, Intelligent Sup-
port, Teacher Assistance Tools.

1 Introduction

The use of algebra to express general concepts lies at the heart of mathematics, and the
difficulty that algebraic thinking poses for children has been widely studied (e.g. [1,
2]). The MiGen project is aiming to co-design, develop and evaluate, with teachers and
teacher educators, a pedagogical and technical environment for improving 11–14-year-
old students’ learning of mathematical generalisation.1 The idea of ‘seeing the general
through the particular’ is a powerful way of introducing students to generalisation [3].
In the MiGen project, we are adopting a constructivist approach, allowing students to
create and manipulate patterns and expressions and to perceive the relationships be-
tween them. Our aim is to support students’ construction of their own models through
exploration while at the same time fostering their progressive building of knowledge [4].

There has been little previous work on supporting students in a constructivist con-
text (e.g. [5]) and specifically in microworlds (e.g. [6, 7]). Conversely, it has been argued
that considerable guidance is required to ensure learning with constructivist instruc-
tion [8]. The nature of our learning environment requires that feedback be provided to
students by the system during their modeling process, as well as at the end of it. Since
students will be undertaking exploratory rather than structured tasks, teachers need to

1 Seehttp://www.migen.org/ for details of the project’s aims and background.



be assisted in monitoring students’ activities and progress by appropriate visualisation
and notification tools. These will assist the teacher in focussing her attention across the
class and will inform her own interventions to support students in reflecting on their
constructions, on the system’s feedback, in setting and working towards goals, and in
communicating and working with others [9].

Designing, developing and evaluating a system such as this poses both pedagog-
ical and technical challenges, demanding an interdisciplinary approach. The MiGen
project team comprises researchers from the mathematics education, AI in Education,
and computer science disciplines. The pedagogical and technical challenges that we
are currently addressing in the project are: (i) understanding and modeling the mathe-
matics generalisation domain, the tasks to be undertaken bylearners and the learners
themselves; (ii) identifying the information about learners’ constructions that needs to
be captured in order to underpin the provision of effective feedback by the system to
learners and to the teacher; (iii) designing the feedback for the learner, and trialling
and deploying appropriate intelligent techniques to generate such feedback; (iv) simi-
larly, investigating, trialling and deploying appropriate visualisation techniques for the
presentation of feedback to the teacher; and (v) designing and developing an exten-
sible, scalable client-server architecture which will support multiple concurrent users
(students and teachers) in a classroom setting, and will readily allow the incremental
development and evaluation of the various components of oursystem during the course
of the MiGen project, and beyond.

This paper focuses primarily on (v), including also some aspects of (i) and (iv). We
refer the reader to [10, 11] for discussion of possible techniques underpinning (iii), and
to [9] for discussions of (i) and (ii). This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sets the
scene by giving an overview of the envisaged context and functionalities of the MiGen
system. Section 3 discusses the Conceptual Model of the system and the methodology
we have adopted in developing this. Section 4 presents our overall system architecture,
which aims to encompass the system functionalities presented in Section 2 while also
meeting the necessary requirements in respect of extensibility, performance and easy
installation within schools. Section 5 gives technical details of an architectural proof-
of-concept prototype, motivating the technologies and approaches chosen to implement
the necessary functionality. We also discuss how this prototype will be used in the
coming months as the basis for developing the first full version of the MiGen system.
We give our concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 The MiGen System Context and Functionalities

The MiGen system will be deployed in classrooms within schools. During a lesson,
students will be working on mathematics generalisation problems as selected by their
teacher and presented to them by the system. Students may be working (individually
or in groups) on different variants of the same problem or on different problems. Dur-
ing the lesson, the teacher may wish to view real-time representations of the students’
activities and progress. At other times, teachers may also wish to access historical in-
formation about their students’ activities and progress asmaintained by the system.

The MiGen system will comprise a number of tools:



(i) An Activity Design and Activity Management Tool. This supports the vi-
sual design, storage and enactment of activity sequences targeting maths generalisa-
tion. These activity sequences typically include phases such as: introduction to a task;
undertaking a task (using the eXpresser tool — see below); reflecting on a task; and
discussing constructions with other students (using the Discussion Tool — see below).
We are considering using the LAMS system2 to provide this kind of functionality (ex-
cluding the construction and discussion functionality provided by the eXpresser and
Discussion Tool). Currently, activity sequences are beingdesigned by members of the
research team. In the longer term, we expect that teachers will reorganise existing ac-
tivities and create new ones.

(ii) The eXpresser. This is a mathematical microworld [12, 13] supporting students
in undertaking maths generalisation tasks which have been specificied using the Task
Design Tool (see below). The current version of the eXpresser supports individual con-
struction; in the longer-term we anticipate also supporting design of maths generalisa-
tion tasks to be undertaken collaboratively by a number of students. Students’ actions
undertaken within the eXpresser are stored by the system within an eXpresser Session
Log.

In the eXpresser, students are asked to construct ‘generalised patterns’ using a set
of facilities that have been co-designed with teachers and teacher educators. Fig. 1a and
Fig. 1b show two instances of a pattern that students may be asked to construct. The eX-
presser supports them not only in constructing patterns butalso in deriving expressions,
such as the number of green tiles required (light grey) giventhe number of blue tiles
(dark grey). For example, if a student has constructed theirpattern using a series of ‘C’
shapes (as illustrated in Fig. 1c), they may derive an expression such as5b + 3 for the
number of green tiles, whereb is the number of blue tiles. Other possible constructions
that students may follow are shown in the remaining diagramsof Fig. 1 which also
show that the form of the resulting expressions can vary widely (though all of them,
if correct, will be equivalent to5b + 3 of course). The constructions in Figs. 1c-g are
general in that they make use of the pattern construction facilitiesof the eXpresser. As
a result, changing the number of blue tiles will lead to the student’s pattern changing
appropriately. For example, settingb = 4 will give the pattern of Fig. 1a and setting
b = 5 that of Fig. 1b. We refer the reader to [14, 15] for further details of the eXpresser.

(iii) A Discussion Tool. This will allow students to view and discuss other students’
constructions.

(iv) A Task Design Tool. This will support the specification of maths generalisation
tasks to be undertaken using the eXpresser. In the first instance, this will be a research-
team-oriented tool. In the longer term, it will evolve into ateacher-facing tool which
allows the designer/teacher to associate learning objectives with a given task and to
construct possible solutions for the task so as to enable comparison against students’
actual constructions by the intelligent components of the system, e.g. to detect which
construction approach a student is likely to be following, or whether they are possi-
bly off-task. We refer the reader to [10, 11] for discussion of a case-based reasoning
approach to undertaking such analyses.

2 Seehttp://www.lamsinternational.com/ for more details.



(a)

(b)

(c)

5b + 3

(d)

3 + 5b

(e)

2(2b + 1) + b + 1

(f)

3(b + 1) + 2b

(g)

6 + 2(2b − 1) + b − 1

Fig. 1. (a)–(b)Instances of an example pattern and(c)–(g) several possible general constructions
where each expression specifies the number of green tiles in terms ofb, the number of blue tiles.

(v) TheeGeneraliser. This is a suite of intelligent components which take as their
input information from the eXpresser as students are undertaking tasks, as well as in-
formation stored in the MiGen database relating to students(their learner model) and
to tasks. These components generate real-time feedback forstudents and update their
learner model attributes as appropriate. The eGeneraliserwill provide different types
of feedback, e.g. prompts to help students start a task, identify errors in their solutions,
generalise their solutions, seek help from the teacher, etc. (See [9, 11] for further discus-
sion). Information about what feedback has been given to each student will be stored
within the MiGen database (in the Feedback Log). This will beused by the Teacher
Assistance Tools (see below) to allow the teacher to see how the system is interacting
with her students (as well as for analysis purposes by the research team).

(vi) The Teacher Assistance Tools. This is a suite of tools aiming to assist the
teacher in monitoring students’ activities and progress, and intervening with additional
support for students as she decides appropriate. In the firstinstance, these tools com-
prise aClassroom Dynamics (CD)Tool and aStudent Tracking (ST) Tool. The CD
tool will provide a visual overview of students’ locations in the classroom and their
progress with respect to ongoing tasks so that the teacher can view different facets of
their activities and use this to inform her choice of interventions within the classroom.
The teacher will be able to select from a range of informationto visualise, some of
which will be derived from the eXpresser Session Log (e.g. which students have started
to use variables in their construction, which have submitted their construction, which
have created an algebraic expression for their construction, etc) and some from the
Feedback Log and Learner Model data generated by the eGeneraliser (e.g. which con-
struction approaches students are using, which students may be off-task, which students
have achieved a particular “landmark” in their construction such as moving from a spe-
cific to a general solution). Similarly, the ST tool will provide teachers with information
about individual students’ progress with respect to a giventask so that the teacher can
follow their progress on this task over time, as well as intervene as appropriate within
the classroom to set new goals for an individual student. Some of this information will
be derivable from the eXpresser Session Log (e.g. whether the student has completed
all aspects of a task) and some from the Feedback Log and Learner Model (e.g. what



the system has inferred about the student’s constructions,what feedback the system has
given to the student).

3 The MiGen Conceptual Model

As stated in Section 1, the pedagogical and technical challenges posed in designing,
developing and evaluating a system such as MiGen necessitates an interdisciplinary
approach. An iterative methodology has been adopted on the project, comprising suc-
cessive cycles of:

i. pedagogical and technical research;
ii. requirements elicitation within the domains of mathematics generalisation and in-

telligent support;
iii. requirements analysis and specification in collaboration with students, teachers and

teacher educators;
iv. development of activity sequences and tasks to underpinevaluation of the technical

deliverables;
v. development (design, implementation and testing) of technical deliverables;

vi. evaluation of the technical and pedagogical environment, both within the research
team and with groups of students and their teachers; and

vii. analysis of evaluation results, elicitation of pedagogical and technical outcomes,
and planning of the next cycle.

In this section, we discuss the MiGen Conceptual Model, which falls under item
(iii) above. In Section 4 we present the MiGen System Architecture, which falls un-
der item (v). Producing a Conceptual Model for the MiGen system has aimed to make
explicit the key system entities and the relationships between them as a necessary first
step in the development of the system. The process started from the earlier require-
ments elicitation activities, reported in [4, 9, 11], on thebasis of which a first version of
the Conceptual Model was produced by the authors. Discussions were then held with
the rest of the research team, resulting in several refinements, modifications and exten-
sions, and leading to the second version that we report on here. The overall Conceptual
Model (CM) comprises four ovelapping subsections referring to the following aspects
(breaking down the overall CM into a number of subsections facilitates its description
and inclusion of diagrams within an A4 document): (a) Users and Learner Models; (b)
Students’ Constructions; (c) Tasks, Activity Sequences, Learning Objectives and Land-
marks; and (d) Task Solutions. For reasons of space, we present just the first three of
these here and refer the reader to [16] for the full CM (including entity attributes).

3.1 Users and Learner Models

Fig. 2 shows the entities relating users and learner models and the relationships be-
tween them. There are three types of user of the MiGen system:student, teacher and
researcher (this relationship is indicated in the diagram by means of single-headed ar-
rows from these entities to the User entity). For each task undertaken by a student, the



eGeneraliser maintains information within a TaskShortTermModel on the student’s on-
going progress through the task (by way of explanation of thenotation, at each end of an
edge linking two entities is an indication of the cardinality of that particular end of the
relationship and an optional verb phrase; so a Student ‘has’zero or more TaskShortTer-
mModels, while a TaskShortTermModel ‘belongs to’ one Student). The TaskShortTer-
mModel is subsequently used (by the eGeneraliser) to derivea longer-term model of the
student’s strategies and outcomes in relation to this task —the TaskLongTermModel.
This, in turn, is used to derive a model of the learner’s general understanding of the do-
main of mathematical generalisation (their DomainLongTermModel). This links with
the overall DomainModel of the MiGen system (there is only one instance of this en-
tity) which includes concepts such as ‘constants’, ‘variables’, ‘constructions’ and ‘ex-
pressions’. (Thus, a student’s “learner model” consists oftheir TaskShortTermModels,
TaskLongTermModels and DomainLongTermModel).

Fig. 2. Entity Relationship Diagram for users and learner models.

3.2 Students’ Constructions

Fig. 3 shows the entities involved in students’ construction of patterns. In interacting
with the eXpresser, the student generates a sequence of StudentActions, arising from
creating patterns and changing the attributes of patterns.This data is used by the eGen-
eraliser to derive and update the student’s TaskShortTermModel (introduced above),
and StudentActions contribute to the student’s overall solution to the task (the TaskStu-
dentSolution). Solutions may include TaskExpressions, which are part of the task spec-
ification and require the learner to answer algebraic questions about their constructions.
During the task, the learner implicitly transitions through a number of TaskStates as
they create and manipulate their construction. Examples oftask states are: ‘student is
currently constructing a specific instance of the pattern’,‘student is currently construct-
ing a general solution’ and ‘student is creating an algebraic expression’.

3.3 Tasks, Activities, Learning Objectives, Landmarks

Fig. 4 shows the entities and relationships relating to these aspects of the Conceptual
Model. Each ExpresserTask is a member of a TaskFamily, whichis a conceptual group-
ing of tasks along various dimensions, such as the number of variables students need
to create for the task, and the nature of the algebraic rule. TaskFamilies are addressed



Fig. 3. Entity Relationship Diagram for students’ constructions.

by ActivitySequences, each of which consists of a number of ExpresserTasks that the
learner progressively works through. Both ExpresserTasksand ActivitySequences have
LearningObjectives associated with them. LearningObjectives are expressed in student-
oriented language, and each of them is related to a corresponding TeachingObjective.

LearningObjectives of tasks and activity sequences correspond to system-specified
EpistemicObjectives which capture objectives in the domain of mathematical gener-
alisation, e.g. ‘appreciation of the use of variables’. OperationalisedObjectives (also
system-specified) serve to contextualise EpistemicObjectives in the context of the Mi-
Gen system. For example, an OperationalisedObjective suchas ‘can use a variable to
create a link between two patterns’ would contribute to the EpistemicObjective ‘appre-
ciation of the use of variables’. PragmaticObjectives correspond to affordances of the
eXpresser that are independent of any epistemic basis, e.g.‘can drag a tile onto the
screen’. Both OperationalisedObjectives and PragmaticObjectives can be pre-requisites
for OperationalisedObjectives.

As a student constructs a solution, the eGeneraliser may infer and create Inferred-
Landmark entities, which indicate events such as the student starting to construct gener-
ally rather than specifically. The student’s actions may also generate landmark entities
— ExplicitLandmarks — as a result of completing or highlighting points in their con-
struction process that they may wish to reflect on later, or todiscuss with their peers or
teacher. Both these types of landmarks provide evidence forOperationalisedObjectives
and PragmaticObjectives, as well as for LearnerInconsistencies — these are system-
specified stumbling blocks, e.g. using more variables than needed.

4 The MiGen System Architecture

The MiGen system architecture has been iteratively designed from ongoing identifica-
tion and specification of the tools that will comprise the system and of the context of
how the system will be used within the classroom (as discussed in Section 2).

Fig. 5 gives a high-level component diagram illustrating the various components of
our architecture and the information flow between them. Eachof the user-facing tools
features uniformly within the architecture, consisting ofa user interface (UI) compo-
nent (within the overall MiGen User Interface), an information layer for managing the
client-side data structures necessary to support the UI component, and a server-side
server component. The tools’ server-side components all make use of the MiGen Data
Server which provides access to the underlying MiGen Database through its ‘data acces-
sor’ Application Programming Interface (API). The data accessor is an abstraction over



Fig. 4. Entity Relationship Diagram for Tasks, Activities, Learning Objectives, Landmarks.

the data stored in the MiGen database. It provides facilities so that other components
can obtain results from specific queries which are updated inreal-time. This abstracts
away low-level details of the underlying data storage from the other components. The
MiGen database includes the eXpresser Session Log, Feedback Log, Learner Model
data referred to earlier and, more generally, information relating to all the entities of the
Conceptual Model presented in Section 3.

As they are interacting with the eXpresser and the Discussion Tool, the eXpresser
Information Layer posts students’ actions to the MiGen DataServer via the eXpresser
Server. The CD/ST and eGeneraliser tools work similarly except that in their case it
is the MiGen Data Server that posts information to their information layers, via their
servers, and this information is then presented to the teacher or student by their UI
components.

The Configuration Manager is responsible for the application of system-wide set-
tings, as specified in configuration profiles stored within the MiGen Database. Issues
relating to the integration (if any) of a pre-existing Activity Management System with
the MiGen architecture are being discussed in ongoing work so we have shown no ex-
plicit communication links between them. We refer the reader to [16] for a more detailed
architectural breakdown of the high-level components shown in Fig. 5.

5 Architectural Proof-of-Concept

We now present a proof-of-concept implementation of the above architecture which
focuses on the communication between the client-side components and the server-side



Fig. 5. High-level system architecture.

components. It constitutes a significant first step towards building the infrastructure to
support the first full version of the MiGen system in the coming months.

The context of usage of the system is very specific: the systemwill be deployed
in schools. During the lifetime of the project, we anticipate running a single server in-
stance within our university’s IT infrastructure, facilitating data gathering and iterative
development. Once the project has finished, however, we intend to provide the system
to schools so that they can run it locally within their own IT infrastructure since sus-
tainability is an important project aim. These considerations constrain the server-client
architecture in a number of ways. Perhaps the most serious constraint is that there is
often not sufficient technical administrative support within schools. Indeed many sys-
tem administrators are teachers with a technical background who have volunteered for
the role. Regardless, they are typically very reluctant to expose the school systems to
any more risks than are strictly necessary. This is a potential issue both when running
the server centrally since it would not be feasible to open upa new ‘MiGen Server’
port within school firewalls, as well as when the schools later run the servers locally
since provision of technical support, complex server installation and/or maintenance
would be highly problematic. These considerations serve topreclude possibilities such
as Glassfish and other J2EE-based application servers, as well as servlet containers such
as Tomcat and JBoss; the networking architecture needs to belightweight using a port
that is already open.

In view of these constraints, a simple solution would therefore be a lightweight
server-client technology that works over HTTP. An obvious candidate is RPC over
XML or SOAP. However, a compelling alternative is to build anarchitecture based on
Representational State Transfer (REST) [17]. REST has manyadvantages over RPC-
based approaches: it is (more) cacheable and scalable and isalso easier to performance-
tune and debug. Within a RESTful architecture, all data resources within the system



can be made available at their own unique URL. In the context of our system, this has
the additional advantage that students would be able to makea construction publicly
available at its URL. This would then be accessible not only within the MiGen system
but also using standard web browsers (with suitable contentnegotiation) thus allowing,
for example, the student’s parents to view the work. Given these advantages, we have
chosen to use Restlet, a lightweight Java REST framework.3

5.1 Implementation Overview

The aim of our proof-of-concept implementation is to designand develop sufficient
server-client infrastructure so as to demonstrate that it can fulfil the requirements of
the architecture of Fig. 5. At this stage therefore, the intention is not to have a com-
plete architecture, and the following discussion of the proof-of-concept implementation
focuses on the core of the necessary functionality.

Our prototype implements a simple server-client architecture where each client can
post textual messages to the server. Fig. 6 provides a UML class diagram showing
the salient server-side classes which utilise Restlet. Theserver-side functionality of the
prototype is managed by an instance of theServerApplication class which consists of
a set ofAbstractRestlets. An AbstractRestlet provides some convenience functional-
ity for calling the appropriate abstract Java method given the HTTP request method.
For the purpose of our prototype, only GET and POST request methods are handled,
calling getRepresentation() and addRepresentation() respectively. TheClientsRestlet
manages the data resource located at/clients, which lists the clients using the sys-
tem. TheMessagesRestlet manages the data resource located at/clients/{id}/
messages, where{id} corresponds to the (numeric) id of an existing client; this
lists the current set of messages for the given client (GET) and allows posting of new
messages (POST). Finally, theRegisterRestlet provides a mechanism for each client to
register their own server location to facilitate server-initiated client communication (see
below). TheDataModel class manages and provides access to the underlying data of the
prototype.

Fig. 6.UML class diagram of the core server-side architecture.

The UML class diagram for the core client-side architectureis shown in Fig. 7.
For the purposes of this prototype, all data resources consist of a list of items, such
as identifiers or messages. The pivotal generic classResourceList4 is responsible for
providing access to the data resources located at one of the URLs given above, ensuring
that the local copy is synchronised with the version on the server. Instances of this class

3 Seehttp://www.restlet.org/.
4 The generic parameter is indicated in the annotation on the top right corner of the class box.



are created via theResourceListManager which provides a cache of theResourceLists
used by the client. EachResourceList makes use of a parser for the content of its URL,
which is aListRepresentationParser since all data resources are list-based in this proof-
of-concept implementation; also, all representations aretext-based and the only parsers
defined are based on one item per line of text.

Fig. 7.UML class diagram of the core client-side architecture.

Fig. 8 presents a UML sequence diagram illustrating the interaction between the
client-side and server-side classes. When theMessagesRestlet is first created by the
server, it attaches itself as a listener to events coming from theDataModel (message1 ).
When the client initialises, it creates itsClientServer 2 which registers with theReg-
isterRestlet 3 which in turn stores the location of the client server for theparticular
client 4 . The client then createsResourceListManager 5 and uses it to obtain aRe-
sourceList 6, 7. This concludes the initialisation messages; the remaining messages
within the diagram illustrate interaction that happens at various points in response to
client activity. In this example, this activity consists ofthe client posting a new mes-
sage8 to theMessagesRestlet. The restlet in turn posts the message to the underlying
DataModel 9 which notifies theMessageRestlet’s listener 10 . In response to this event,
theMessagesRestlet asks theDataModel to notify all connected clients that its represen-
tation has now changed11 . The client’s server is subsequently notified12 and requests
an update to the appropriateResourceList using theResourceListManager 13, 14. At this
stage, the client’sResourceList has not been updated; all that has happened is that the
server has notified theResourceList that it must re-check with the server to find out
the latest state of its data resource. It therefore asks theMessagesRestlet for the latest
representation of its data resource15 . TheMessagesRestlet contacts theDataModel 16

in order to obtain the updated data resource content17 . This is returned as plain text
which is subsequently parsed by theResourceList 18 . The ResourceList then deter-
mines which elements have been added or deleted from the list, synchronising with the
version of the list held on the server. In this example, a single element has been added
so the client is notified appropriately19 .

This demonstrates how a client is able to post new information and receive updates
to the existing information in real time. The example shows how a client posting new
information only sees it once the server has been notified (which in turn then notifies
other clients as illustrated). In the full system, infrastructure will be further developed so
that the client will be able to function to some extent without assuming the presence of



Fig. 8. UML sequence diagram illustrating server-client initialisation and communication.

the server. This will allow local manipulation of aResourceList directly, synchronising
in the background with the server as and when it is available.

It is important to note here that — consistent with RESTful principles — it is the
clientnot the server that is responsible for calculating the difference between the server
data resource content and the content of its own local copy; the server maintains no
client state. This necessarily places a higher computational load on the client but leads
to a scalable architecture: computational power increaseswith the number of clients. As
implemented in this prototype, comparison of a server data resource with a local copy
requires bandwidth proportional to the size of the data resource since each time a client
is notified of changes, it downloads the entire resource. This scalability issue can be
mitigated RESTfully by providing query-able data resources on the server that return
the sequence of changes applied to the resource from a certain time onwards. Clients
can maintain the timestamp of their last synchronisation and access this data resource
as required, thus reducing network load as well as the synchronisation effort. Moreover,
in the context of the MiGen system, the data resources that are necessary to support the
CD/ST and eGeneraliser clients will be relatively small (ofthe order of 1-100K).

5.2 Realising the MiGen System Architecture

It is now possible to illustrate how the various components presented in Section 4 can
communicate using the infrastructure described above. Fig. 9 begins with a student ma-
nipulating their constructions and expressions within their eXpresser User Interface,
which updates the data structures managed by the corresponding eXpresser Informa-
tion Layer 1 . This posts these events to the MiGen server2 , which then notifies the



ClientServers of interested parties (the eGeneraliser server in this example) that the rel-
evant data resources have changed3 . The eGeneraliser server continues to receive noti-
fications of the student’s actions until such time as it infers that a landmark has occurred
which requires some feedback to be given to the student. At this point, it posts an update
to the learner model and student feedback information stored in the MiGen Database4 .
An instance of the CD/ST Information Layer, which has previously registered its in-
terest in receiving information relating to the updated learner model attributes of this
student (by creating aResourceList pointing at the appropriate URL), is then notified5 ,
updating its corresponding user interface as appropriate6 .

Fig. 9. System sequence diagram.

Fig. 10 shows two functional representations for the CD/ST User Interface which
have been implemented as part of our proof-of-concept. Fig.10a shows a CD repre-
sentation based on a layout of the classroom in which the position of each student is
shown, and each student is accompanied by a ‘traffic light’ graphic indicating the status
of some aspect of their learner model, as selected by the teacher to view. In this exam-
ple, it may be the TaskShortTermModel attribute ‘is the student on-task?’, which can
take one of three values — yes/no/maybe; these values are visualised as red for ‘no’,
green for ‘yes’ and amber for ‘maybe’ (the latter indicatinguncertainty on the part of
the system).

(a) (b)

Fig. 10.Prototype CD/ST visualisations.(a) Classroom view;(b) Matrix view.



Fig. 10b provides an informationally-richer ST representation which displays the
progress of a set of students with respect to a set of landmarks, as selected by the teacher.
Both of these representations update in real-time in response to information posted to
the DataModel via the clients. For the purposes of the prototype, the representations
are based on messages that clients submit. Despite our prototype not yet encompass-
ing the functionality of the eGeneraliser and MiGen Data Server, the communication
mechanism will be identical with these components in place.

Our prototype provides crucial functionality required by the architectural design
of the MiGen system: implementing the ‘data accessor’ API using Restlet and theRe-
sourceList infrastructure. Following on from the development of this prototype, the next
steps are to extend the Restlet-based architecture so as to implement the full server-
client architecture of the MiGen system. This will involve determining the overall set of
data resources that will be required, designing and implementing the underlying MiGen
database and implementing the various tools’ servers. Thiswill be followed by integra-
tion of the exisiting eXpresser UI and Information Layer with the eXpresser server, and
development and integration of the other UIs and Information Layers.

6 Conclusions

We have described the conceptual modelling and architectural design of the MiGen
system, which aims to support 11–14-year-old students’ learning of mathematical gen-
eralisation. MiGen is aiming to provide students with personalised feedback based on
their recent actions rather than just on their knowledge levels, aiming to balance stu-
dents’ freedom to explore and discover with sufficient support to foster progressive
building of knowledge. Teachers will be assisted in monitoring their students’ activities
and progress by appropriate visualisation and notificationtools, in order to support the
teacher in focussing her attention across the class and in formulating her interventions.

The Conceptual Model presented in Section 3 has been derivedafter a considerable
requirements elicitation effort and represents a significant step towards the development
of a common vocabulary and understanding for the multiple disciplines engaged in the
MiGen project. It also underpins the ongoing logical designof the MiGen database. The
System Architecture presented in Section 4 is simple, modular and scalable, aiming to
meet the project’s objectives of incremental development and evaluation of the various
tools of the system, and also easy deployment in schools. In Section 5 we described
a working proof-of-concept implementation of the architecture and we discussed how
this prototype will be extended in order to implement the first full version of the MiGen
system. In the coming months, the project team will continuewith iterative design,
development and evaluation of the various tools of the system, continuing to follow the
methodology outlined in Section 3 and aiming for the first full system evaluation to take
place in Autumn 2009 with groups of students and their teachers.
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